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Does parity violation settle the absolutism-relationism debate about space in favour of the absolutist?

Space is absolute. Even in a 

universe devoid of matter, 
space would still exist and be

an entity in its own right. All
physics occurs in, and can be

described by referrence to, the 

absolute coordinate frame 
provided by space [1]._         _

Newton Clarke

All talk about space is reducible to talk about relations between

material objects. If there were no matter, there would be no
space. Space is “merely an order of coexistences”; it is ideal

instead of real. Compare this to family relations, such as the 

father-son relation. Although this relation is meaningful (unless
we consider a universe without humans), it is not a real entity

that exists independently of the humans it refers to [1]._______ Leibniz

Kant
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A le f t hand  cannot be made 
congruent with a right hand (you

cannot fit a right glove on a left

hand).  Hence, there is a real
difference between both hands. If a 

single hand were the only object in 
the universe, it could receive its

determinate handedness only by
virtue of its relation with respect to

absolute space [2]. Space is real!___

Relationist’s response: a lone hand would not have 

a determinate handedness, since there are two

ways to place another object such as a handless
human body in space (i.e. with its heart on the side

of the body that fits the hand or on the other side of 
the body), and not until such a second object is 

materialised is the handedness of the first hand 

determined.____                               ____________

Physicists used to believe that there is a left-right symmetry in nature, often

denoted as conservation of parity. If one were to make a movie of any physical
process and show a mirror version of that movie to a physicist, (s)he could not

tell that the movie is mirrored since the laws of nature were believed to allow
both processes. However, Wu et al. [3] discovered that decaying Cobalt-60 

nuclei emit all their electrons to the left; right-handed decay does not occur in 

nature. Mother Nature distinguishes between left and right; she is lefthanded! _

Relationist explanations of parity violation
Pooley [5]: The relationist does not need an orientation to define
‘left’. All cobalt nuclei should just look at the first cobalt nucleus 

and do the same thing.________                    ___________

NM: 1) Universal laws are not supposed to refer to particular

objects. 2) Einstein’s theory of relativity prohibits superluminal 
communication between two nuclei that are too distant.__    ___

Earman [4]: Left and right hands/decays have different intrinsic
properties._________________                         ____

NM: 1) What are these properties? 2) Rigid motion through a 4th 

dimension turns a left hand into a right hand. It is absurd that an

intrinsic property could be changed by mere rigid motion.

Van Fraassen [6]: Attaching a coordinate frame to any

reference body (eg. the first decay) provides the orientation

required to describe parity violation.____                       _____

NM: see the issues with Pooley’s explanation._____             ___

Huggett [7]: Introduce directed distances to distinguish between

left and right.____________                   ___                    ______

NM: Defining directed distances presupposes the absolute 
orientation it is meant to provide.___                ______________

• The relationist can cope with handed objects, but has not (yet) found a way to deal with handed (i.e. parity violating) laws of nature. 

This implies that Newton and Clarke are correct: space exists; it is real/absolute!__                                         _____________________

• The relationist will need to come up with a global structure that not only describes but explains parity violation, without reference to

particulars or ‘communication’ between different cobalt nuclei. She needs to explain the (causal) connection between this structure and 
the cobalt decay, its ontological and metaphysical commitments and the way this structure differs from absolute space.______________

The challenge [4]: explaining how it is possible that every single cobalt nucleus 

decays in the same (left-)handed fashion. The absolutist can use the 
orientation provided by the absolute coordinate frame of space. However, the 

relationist has no such orientation available. In the relationist’s vocabulary, 
decays/hands should be exhaustively described by a list of lengths and angles

between components (nevertheless allowing for different absolutist 
representations of that underlying reality, which might be arbitrarily labeled

right and left). Why does one representation of cobalt decay occur in nature, 

and another equivalent  representation of the same relational description not? 
“Things cannot always or usually happen one way rather than another if

there is no difference between the two ways!” [ 2, p22]._______      _________


